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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

Vocabulary is a central part of language proficiency and accounts for much of how well 

learners interact with each other. This makes it critical to learn a large body of 

vocabulary. 

Vocabulary teaching has aroused much debate during its fairly long and colorful 

history. Owing to recent advances in the field, much of the argument has now been 

settled. For instance, the traditional decontexualized memorization of vocabulary lists has 

now lost much of its credibility. At present, there is a consensus on how words should 

‘not’ be learned. However, there is still a lot of controversy concerning how they ‘should’ 

be learned. The introduction of new strategies and techniques for teaching vocabulary has 

sparked off even further debate about which method is the best. 

Zimmerman (1994) believes that teaching vocabulary was underestimated in the 

area of second language learning. However, in recent years, the teaching of vocabulary 

has gained the attention it deserves. This shift of attitude has been for three reasons 

(Nunan, 1999): (a) theoretical developments in the linguistic study of vocabulary, (b) 

opening up of new possibilities as a result of the development of computer-based 

language corpora, and (c) the impact of comprehension- and strategy-based methods on 

language improvement. 

Second language (L2) teachers would like to know which strategies and tasks are 

more effective in helping students learn words in the most economical way. According to 



Rivers (1981), language instructors must assist their students by giving them insights into 

how to learn vocabulary and tips on what vocabulary to learn. 

Laufer (2010) holds that attention should be focused on the implementation of 

more useful approaches and techniques for the teaching of vocabulary to foreign 

language learners. Different approaches, methods, and techniques of vocabulary 

instruction and/or learning have been suggested. 

More attention has been paid to word learning strategies in recent years as a way 

of aiding L2 word learning. Such strategies include the use of a dictionary, repetition and 

rote learning, guessing from context, making inferences from the vocabulary form, 

linking to the prior knowledge, connecting to cognates, and classifying vocabulary items 

in the mind (Cook, 2001). 

Gu (2003) points out that from note taking to practice and guessing to dictionary 

use, word learning is a dynamic procedure entailing metacognitive options and cognitive 

realization of strategies. Coady (1993) believes that many techniques for teaching 

vocabulary are not effective enough because they do not provoke learners to relate the 

new word forms and notions to the schemata they already know. Hulstijn (1997) and 

Laufer (1990) are of the opinion that students should be given more responsibility for 

vocabulary learning. Hulstijn (1993) also argues that teaching vocabulary does not 

inevitably entail teaching particular words, but rather presenting learners with the 

strategies crucial to enlarging their vocabulary. 



In the area of second language teaching/learning, teaching vocabulary is a matter 

of long-standing concern for researchers, and many studies have been conducted to 

explore how L2 words can be learned more effectively and how teachers can aid learners 

to achieve this goal. However, few studies have compared explicit and implicit methods 

of teaching vocabulary. The present study is an attempt to partially fill this gap in the 

literature. 

1.2. Statement of the problem 

Words constitute an essential part of EFL learning. However, most of the time teachers 

provide learners with a list of words to learn, and do not use any special techniques in 

instruction. This causes learners to assume that vocabulary learning is no more than 

memorizing a list of words with their definitions, which they find boring and rather 

confusing at the time of recall. This prompted the present study, which is an attempt to 

compare three teaching techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) in terms of 

their effect on L2 vocabulary comprehension and production. In other words, this study 

aims to examine the three teaching strategies to see which one is more effective in 

helping students learn L2 vocabulary. Little research has been carried out regarding the 

effectiveness of vocabulary teaching strategies although some researchers have focused 

on the significance of direct vocabulary teaching and the teaching of vocabulary learning 

strategies (Brown & Perry, 1991). 

As for the semantic mapping technique, since few studies have dealt with 

research-generated semantic maps, more evidence seems to be required to confirm the 

advantages and effects of semantic maps (Yamashiro, 2001). Studies on the other two 



teaching strategies (i.e., glossing and imagery) have also been few and have often 

reported inconclusive and even contradictory results. 

Also, most of the studies already conducted concerning the techniques at issue 

have only dealt with the effect of such techniques on learners' reading comprehension. 

Few of them have been concerned with learners' vocabulary knowledge, and hardly any 

has been about the effect of these techniques on learners' vocabulary comprehension and 

production. 

Furthermore, this research compares the effects of implicit and explicit use of the 

above-mentioned teaching techniques on L2 vocabulary comprehension and production. 

1.3. Significance of the study 

As Schmitt (2008, p. 329) holds, "one thing that students, teachers, material writers and 

researchers have in common is that learning vocabulary is a vital part of mastering a 

second language." 

Direct vocabulary instruction seems to be specially useful for L2 learners as, 

according to some studies (e.g., Coady, 1997; Schmitt, 2008), words are learned better 

when their forms and meaning are explicitly instructed. The three techniques of semantic 

mapping, glossing, and imagery have already been discussed in different studies; 

however, to the best of our knowledge, they have not been studied in comparison with 

one another. To this end, the present study focuses on the contribution of these 

vocabulary instruction techniques to Iranian EFL learners' vocabulary comprehension and 

production and compares their effectiveness. The findings of previous studies on the 



efficiency of these techniques are contradictory, and this is further evidence for the 

significance of the present research. 

If the study comes up with some clear answers to the research questions, the 

findings can have both theoretical implications for scholars and researchers and 

pedagogical implications for teachers, learners, and syllabus designers. 

1.4. Research questions 

The present study is an attempt to answer the following research questions: 

1. Are there any significant differences among the effects of explicitly-used presentation 

techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

comprehension? 

2. Are there any significant differences among the effects of explicitly-used presentation 

techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary production? 

3. Are there any significant differences among the effects of implicitly-used presentation 

techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

comprehension? 

4. Are there any significant differences among the effects of implicitly-used presentation 

techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary production? 

5. Is there any significant difference between the effects of explicit and implicit use of 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

comprehension? 



6. Is there any significant difference between the effects of explicit and implicit use of 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

production? 

1.5. Research hypotheses 

Based on the research questions above, the following null hypotheses are formulated: 

1. There are no significant differences among the effects of the three explicitly-used 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

comprehension. 

2. There are no significant differences among the effects of the three explicitly-used 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

production. 

3. There are no significant differences among the effects of the three implicitly-used 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

comprehension. 

4. There are no significant differences among the effects of the three implicitly-used 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

production  

5. There is no significant difference between the effects of explicit and implicit use of 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

comprehension. 

6. There is no significant difference between the effects of explicit and implicit use of 

presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary 

production. 



1.6. Definition of the key terms 

The key terms and concepts of this study are defined as follows: 

Semantic mapping 

Semantic mapping is a visual technique for vocabulary development in which words are 

related to one another in categories. Semantic mapping is a variation of concept mapping, 

with the only difference being that it develops from students’ prior knowledge or 

schemata. This technique entails sketching a diagram of the relationships between words 

on the basis of their use in a text (Nation & Newton, 1997). In this study, semantic 

mapping is operationally defined as drawing maps and diagrams of words and 

introducing them to students. 

Glossing 

Glossing is a plain and fast way of accessing words and is believed to make word 

meanings more appropriate to the text in which the learner is reading (Alessi & Dwyer, 

2008). Glossing in this study is used to mean providing students with L2 definition of 

words. 

Imagery 

The imagery technique is the use of pictures and posters for introducing new vocabulary. 

In this research, imagery is used to mean showing pictures of words, and hanging them 

on the wall. 



Vocabulary comprehension 

For the purpose of the present study, vocabulary comprehension is operationally defined 

as the participants’ performance on a specially designed multiple-choice test of 

vocabulary. 

Vocabulary production 

Vocabulary production in this study is operationally defined as the participants’ 

performance on a fill-in-the-blank test in which students are required to produce words 

by completing sentences. 

  



Chapter Two: Review of Literature 

2.1. Introduction 

This chapter begins with an overview of cognitive considerations in second language 

acquisition and will go on to briefly explain how memory and storage systems work. 

Then, we will review a number of studies on explicit and implicit instruction. Afterwards, 

an overview of second language vocabulary learning is presented. Subsequently, the three 

vocabulary learning strategies of glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery are discussed 

together with a review of pertinent studies already conducted in these areas. Finally, there 

will be a short discussion of vocabulary comprehension and production. 

2.2. Cognitive considerations in second language acquisition 

Studying the process of language learning from the point of view of behavioral 

psychology is accompanied by an emphasis on external rather than internal aspects of 

language learning. Since behavioral psychologists could not theorize production and 

comprehension processes in language learning, syllabus designers and materials 

developers turned their attention to cognitive psychology (Schmidt, 1990). 

Cognitive psychology, according to Eysenck (2001), deals with the internal 

psychological processes involved in making sense of the environment and deciding what 

action to take. These processes include attention, perception, learning and memory, 

problem solving, reasoning, and thinking. Although cognitive psychology covers a wide 



variety of processes in language learning, the problem is that we cannot directly assess 

the underlying mental mechanisms (Kumaravadivelu, 2005). 

Wigglesworth (2005) classified methods of studying cognitive processes as 

follows: (1) introspection and verbal protocols, (2) learner’s talk about language, and (3) 

measures derived from learner’s discourse. Based on this classification, Second Language 

Acquisition (SLA) researchers identified two kinds of L2 knowledge: implicit and 

explicit. 

O’Malley and Chamot (1990) hold that cognitive strategies are of different types.   

Some of these strategies seem to grow naturally, but many of them need to be taught. 

Some of the most significant cognitive strategies are translation, contextualization, 

repetition, resourcing, grouping, inference, note taking, rote memorization, deduction, 

recombination, imagery, semantic mapping, transfer, auditory representation, keyword, 

elaboration and glossing. 

2.3. Memory and storage systems 

The most crucial memory system for integrating knowledge into long-term memory is 

short-term memory or ‘working memory’ (WM). All received information is categorized 

and processed in the WM. Nonetheless, at any one instant, WM can only process a 

comparatively few psychological units (five to nine). Thus, a systematic sequence of 

associations is needed between WM and long-term memory as new knowledge is being 

accepted to build large bodies of knowledge (Novak, 2001). 



The knowledge of how our memory works may assist us to generate more 

efficient ways to teach vocabulary. Learning strategies are related to the learners' interior 

processing preferences. However, as Juffs and Harrington (2011) contend, researchers 

have not yet attempted to expand interventions that might assist learners to enlarge their 

working memory capacity (WMC) and, consequently, attain higher proficiency or faster 

learning. They also highlight that experience can make changes in WMC even though 

individual differences in WMC are generally steady.

Research has shown that our ‘mental lexicon’ is highly planned and proficient and 

that semantically-associated items are kept together. By categorizing words in semantic 

areas, such as topics, we can utilize this information to try to facilitate the progress of 

learning. One of the causes of the efficiency of concept mapping (a very similar 

technique to semantic mapping) in easing meaningful learning is that it serves as a 

template to facilitate, systematize, and structure knowledge (Novak, 2001). 

2.4. Implicit and explicit second language knowledge 

In cognitive psychology, different dichotomies (e.g., declarative/procedural and 

automatic/controlled) have been proposed about aspects of L2 knowledge. However, 

SLA researchers like Ellis (1994) attach more emphasis to the implicit/explicit dichotomy 

and consider the other dichotomies as falling under this dichotomy. 

As shown in Table 2.1, Ellis (2004, p. 235) defined implicit knowledge as 

“intuitive, procedural, systematically variable, automatic, and thus available for use in 

fluent, unplanned language use” and explicit knowledge as “conscious, declarative, 



anomalous, and inconsistent and generally only accessible through controlled processing 

in planned language use.” As can be seen, learners who have implicit knowledge are 

intuitively aware of linguistic norms, whereas learners with explicit knowledge have 

conscious awareness. 

There is a controversy over the relationship between implicit and explicit 

knowledge. Some scholars (e.g., Hulstjin, 2002; Krashen, 1981; Paradis, 1994) take the 

noninterface position, believing that these two types of knowledge constitute two 

different systems with different processing mechanisms. Also, they subscribe to the point 

that implicit and explicit knowledge cannot be converted to each other. Some other 

scholars (e.g., DeKeyser, 1998, 2003) take the strong interface position that explicit 

knowledge can be converted into implicit knowledge and vice versa. Finally, there are 

different versions of a weak interface position, suggesting that explicit knowledge can 

become implicit under certain circumstances. 

Table 2.1 
Key characteristics of implicit and explicit knowledge (Ellis, 2004, p. 235) 
Characteristics Implicit knowledge Explicit knowledge 

Awareness Learner is intuitively aware 

of linguistic norms. 

Learner is consciously 

aware of linguistic norms. 

Type of knowledge Learner has procedural 

knowledge of rules and 

fragments. 

Learner has declarative 

knowledge of grammatical 

rules and fragments. 

Systematicity Knowledge is variable but 

systematic. 

Knowledge is often 

anomalous and inconsistent. 

Accessibility Knowledge is accessible by Knowledge is accessible 



means of automatic 

processing. 

only through controlled 

processing. 

Use of L2 knowledge Knowledge is typically 

accessed when learner is 

performing fluently. 

Knowledge is typically 

accessed when learner 

experiences a planning 

difficulty. 

Self-report Non-verbalizable Verbalizable 

Learnability Potentially only learnable 

within the critical period 

Learnable at any age 

Irrespective of their relationship at the representational level, implicit and explicit 

knowledge do interact at the performance level since L2 learners often resort to both 

types of representations in L2 production (Ellis, 2005). Now, the question is how we can 

improve implicit and explicit knowledge of L2. Housen and Pierrard (2006) distinguish 

between implicit and explicit instruction as shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 
Key characteristics of implicit and explicit instruction (Housen & Pierrard 2006, p. 10) 
Implicit instruction Explicit instruction 

Attracts attention to target form Directs attention to target form 

Is delivered spontaneously Is predetermined and planned 

Is unobtrusive Is obtrusive 

Presents target forms in context Presents target forms in isolation 

Makes no use of metalanguage Uses metalinguistic terminology 

Encourages free use of target form Involves controlled practice of target form 



2.5. Vocabulary in second language acquisition 

Vocabulary is one of the key elements of language learning. In a study by Cortazzi and 

Jin (1996), a typical comment from students was that vocabulary is the most important 

thing when learning a foreign language. Harmer (1993) maintains that if language 

structures make up the skeleton of language, it is vocabulary that provides the vital 

organs and the flesh. Also, Zhan-Xiang (2004) holds that words of a language are just 

like bricks of a high building; despite being quite small pieces, they are vital to the great 

structure. 

A good knowledge of vocabulary is essential for communication. Lewis (1997) 

asserts that vocabulary not only is the most concrete part of language but also 

materializes communication, which is the ultimate goal of language learning. In many 

instances (e.g., airport taxi drivers in EFL countries), people deal with a particular 

situation by learning specific words related to that context while they hardly have any 

mastery of grammatical structures. Thornburry (2002) made a similar argument where he 

said if we spend most of our time studying grammar, our English will not improve 

enormously. However, improvement will be significant if we learn more words and 

expressions. He went on to contend that almost anything can be said with words, but only 

a little can be said with grammar. 

Vocabulary is also a principal contributor to comprehension. Students with a large 

vocabulary size read more quickly and easily (Allington, 2006; Kojic-Sabo & Lightbown, 

1999) and score higher on achievement tests (Stahl & Fairbanks, 1986) than those with a 

smaller vocabulary. 



Some studies (e.g., Kojic-Sabo & Lightbown, 1999) have shown that the 

proficiency level of English as a Second Language (ESL) learners correlates with their 

knowledge of vocabulary, arguing that vocabulary knowledge makes a significant 

contribution to almost all aspects of second language proficiency. Form this point of 

view, learning a second language largely means learning its vocabulary (Gass, 1999). 

Furthermore, as Nation and Waring (1997) put it, “vocabulary knowledge enables 

language use, language use enables the increase of world knowledge, knowledge of the 

world enables the increase of vocabulary knowledge and language use and so on” (p. 6). 

Vocabulary learning occurs primarily through communicative and meaningful 

input, meaningful output, and meaningful interactions involving reading, listening, 

speaking, and writing (Newton, 2001). Schmitt (2000) points out that first language (L1) 

affiliation, age, cultural background, level of motivation, and the amount of contact a 

learner has with the target language all affect vocabulary learning. 

2.5.1. Knowledge of Vocabulary 

Vocabulary knowledge is multi-faceted (Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham, 2001), and not an 

all-or-nothing proposition (Melka, 1997). Schmitt (2008) argues that the term 'word' is 

not specific enough to cover the complexity of vocabulary and to capture different 

aspects of lexis. He believes that single words, phrasal verbs, and idioms can all carry the 

same meaning. For instance, 'die' (single word), 'pass away' (phrasal verb), and 'kick the 

bucket' (idiom) all mean to 'stop living.' 



It has been argued that many things are necessary to be mastered in order to know 

a word. For instance, Gairns and Redman (1986) mention several aspects of knowing a 

word: conceptual meaning, polysemous meanings, homonyms, affective meanings, style, 

register, dialect, sense relations (e.g., synonyms and antonyms), associations, L1 

translation equivalents, multi-word verbs, idioms, collocations, semantic relations, 

grammar, and pronunciation. Similarly, Nation (1990) suggests that knowing a word 

means knowing its written and spoken forms, meanings, grammatical patterns, 

collocations, associations, frequency, and register. 

Laufer (1997) reviewed several definitions of 'word' and summarized a list of 

features involved in the learning of a new word, including form (i.e., pronunciation and 

spelling), structure (i.e., roots, derivations, and inflections), syntactic patterns, multiple 

meanings (i.e., metaphorical, affective, and pragmatic), relations with other words (e.g., 

synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms), and collocations. 

Qian (1999) and Read (2000) distinguish between breadth and depth of 

vocabulary knowledge. While breadth refers to vocabulary size or the number of 

vocabulary items a learner knows, depth is concerned with the degree of knowledge of 

words and how well the words are known. Moreover, depth encompasses many 

knowledge paradigms, e.g., degree of familiarity with words (Wesche & Paribakht , 

1996) or the degree to which associative word knowledge is native-like (Schmitt, 1998). 



2.5.2. Explicit learning of vocabulary 

Schmitt (2000) defines explicit learning of vocabulary as “learning through the focused 

study of words” (p. 116). In contrast to implicit vocabulary acquisition, where there is no 

particular focus on any specific word, in explicit vocabulary learning, learning words 

takes place in a clearly defined and intentional way. According to Hulstijn (2005), 

intentional learning involves awareness and occurs when the learner is clearly informed 

that there will be a test in the end. In other words, learning becomes explicit when the 

learners are clearly informed about what activity they are to perform and what 

objective(s) they are supposed to attain by the end of the activity. 

2.5.3. Implicit learning of vocabulary 

Implicit vocabulary acquisition can be defined as learning and acquiring a word without a 

specific focus on it. To put it differently, words are acquired implicitly or incidentally if, 

during exposure to the language, the learner’s attention is focused on the use of language 

and not on the language itself (Schmitt, 2008). 

Ellis (1994) is of the opinion that to the extent that vocabulary acquisition 

amounts to learning surface forms of language, it is an implicitly-acquired skill. In 

addition, for Hulstijn (2005), implicit learning is a passive process where people are 

exposed to information and acquire that information simply through that exposure. 

Nation (2001) believes that guessing the meaning of new words in the context in 

which they appear is a good way of implicitly learning vocabulary. However, he argues 

that correctly guessing words in a text requires that at least 95% of the running words be 



already known. Also, Mohseni-Far (2008) makes the point that for reading to be an 

efficient source of incidental vocabulary acquisition, learners must have regular exposure 

to many contextualized and comprehensible texts. 

Considering the meaning of unknown words in reading comprehension, Madden 

(1983) made a distinction between important words that should be pre-taught because 

they cannot be guessed from the text, words which can be readily guessed from the 

context, and words which can be ignored until reading the text is over. 

2.5.4. Direct or indirect vocabulary instruction

One of the most important issues in L2 vocabulary development, teaching, and learning is 

whether instruction should be direct or indirect. Some attempts have been made to 

compare the effectiveness of the two approaches. Norris and Ortega (2000) reported a 

clear advantage for explicit instruction. Also, Hunt and Beglar (2005) argued that 

explicit, direct instruction seems to be more effective than those modes of teaching that 

exclusively rely on indirect means. They additionally contended that word form and 

meaning are best learned explicitly, whereas phonetic and phonological features and 

articulation of new words are best learned implicitly. 

Coady (1993) conducted an investigation into explicit instruction of high-

frequency vocabulary and its effect on ESL reading comprehension. The participants 

were 42 university students at different levels of proficiency enrolled in an intensive 

English program. They concluded that explicit learning of vocabulary is more beneficial 

and leads to longer retention than implicit learning. 



Nation (2001) considered direct and incidental learning as complementary and 

warned that L2 learners should not just rely on incidental vocabulary learning. He also 

maintained that there is a need for careful attention to decontextualized learning. 

Hulstijn (2005) pointed out that multiple exposures often fail to have the expected 

impact on acquisition and that alternative means should thus be sought. Similarly, 

Schmitt (2008) stated that simple exposure to a language through practice will not 

guarantee an adequate level of vocabulary and that teachers should go for “both a 

principled selection of vocabulary and an instruction methodology that encourages 

meaningful engagement with words over a number of recyclings” (p. 14). 

It is apparent from the past research that not much vocabulary can be learned 

implicitly (e.g., Horst, 2005; Hulstijn, 2001; Macaro, 2006; Watanabe, 1997). Furthermore, 

Nation (2001) believes that for implicit learning of vocabulary to take place, the learner 

has to be repeatedly exposed to the words. 

Overall, a review of the previous studies on the explicit vs. implicit dichotomy 

appears to show that a mixed approach to teaching vocabulary should be taken; that is, 

explicit vocabulary instruction should be supplemented by implicit techniques (Schmidt, 

1990). Ellis (1995) holds that the two approaches are applicable to different aspects of 

vocabulary learning. The implicit approach is preferred in cases where shallow 

processing of words and simple recognition of surface forms is required. In contrast, the 

explicit approach is suitable for deep processing (Ellis, 1995). 

With the size and complexity of English lexicon, knowing how to teach 

vocabulary effectively in classrooms is of utmost importance. Over the decades, a wide 



variety of approaches to teaching vocabulary have been proposed and vocabulary 

instruction has evolved in a number of directions and ways, from traditional to more 

innovative and eclectic modes. The two major questions in this regard are what should be 

learned and how (Nation & Meara, 2002). The answers depend on the needs of the 

learners and the urgency and usefulness of the vocabulary items. 

There have been suggestions for how to learn vocabulary through exposure to 

meaning-focused input and via production of oral and written language, how to improve 

fluency with vocabulary across the four skills, and how to develop learning strategies 

such as inferring the meaning of words from context, learning from word cards, using 

word parts, dictionaries, and computers, and assessing one’s own knowledge of 

vocabulary. 

It is also worth noting that reading is one of the most significant sources of L2 

lexical development and improvement. Most people choose to enlarge their vocabulary 

through reading instead of memorizing lists of word forms and meanings. The interaction 

between reading and vocabulary learning has been investigated in many studies (e.g., 

Dupuy & Krashen, 1993; Hunt & Beglar, 2005; Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001; Qian, 1999). 

Also, Zahar, Cobb and Spada, (2001) suggested that vocabulary acquisition through 

reading can be supplemented by either direct instruction or instructionally-enhanced 

reading. 



2.6. Vocabulary learning strategies 

As a subcategory of language learning strategies (LLSs), vocabulary learning strategies 

are  skills and techniques which affect the process by which words are received, stored, 

retrieved, and used (Schmitt, 1998). 

Vocabulary learning strategies have been shown to be strongly linked to 

successful vocabulary learning. For instance, Cohen and Aphek (1981) found that those 

students who made paired mnemonic associations remembered vocabulary items more 

effectively than those who did not. 

Empirical findings have led to the conclusion that strategy training needs to be a 

planned part of every vocabulary development program and that presenting strategies for 

learning vocabulary should be a prime concern for textbook writers, materials developers, 

syllabus designers, decision-makers, and teachers (Lawson & Hogben, 1996; Nation, 

2001). 

Speaking of LLSs, Oxford (1990) believes that such strategies create awareness of 

the choices available in language learning and encourage independent and self-directed 

learning. Similarly, Chamot (1999) asserts that teaching learning strategies can help 

students become better learners since it assists them in becoming more confident. He also 

points out that as learners begin to understand the relationship between their use of 

strategies and success in learning English, they become more motivated. 

How to teach LLSs has received much attention in the literature. O'Malley and 

Chamot (1990) are of the opinion that strategy training is a complex process and thus 

requires committed and informed teachers who are willing to spend an extended period of 



time working with learners. Sinclair and Ellis (1992) believe that training should include 

opportunities for learners to monitor and evaluate their use of learning strategies. 

More recently, Ranalli (2003) recommended that language teachers take account 

of their students’ level of L2 proficiency (which can affect their ability to understand 

metacognitive explanations concerning how and why to use strategies), learning context, 

cultural background, previous educational experiences, learning styles, etc. 

Finally, as for the question of explicit versus implicit strategy instruction, Chamot 

(2004) favored the former, saying that the teacher should inform students about the value 

and applications of the strategies either within a language course or as a separate course. 

Also, O'Malley and Chamot (1990) maintained that an explicit focus on metacognitive 

knowledge about learning processes is necessary to make them transferable to new 

learning situations. 

Given the aim of this research, it is useful to take a look at the three cognitive 

strategies used here. The present study compares the effect of three strategies (glossing, 

semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary comprehension and production. 

2.6.1. Glossing 

Glossing is defined in several similar ways. Lomicka (1998) defines glosses as short 

definitions or notes intended to make it easier for L2 learners to read and comprehend a 

passage. According to Roby (1999), glossing is an attempt to supply what is seemingly 

missing in a reader's procedural or declarative knowledge. 



Simply speaking, a gloss is a list of brief definitions or synonyms, either in L1 or 

L2, for the new words in a text (Nation, 2001) and is intended to save the reader from 

having to continually consult a dictionary (Lomicka, 1998).  

Stewart and Cross (1991) believe that glosses are mostly used in reading content 

texts. The advantages of using glosses in reading are relatively well documented. Otto 

and Hayes (1982) advocate the use of glossing, arguing that it boosts understanding and 

aids less skilled learners to optimally use their reading abilities and improves 

comprehension skills and strategy use. 

Lin and Huang (2008) acknowledge the positive effect of glossing, arguing that it 

makes reading more enjoyable through decreased interruption and helps the reader 

establish associations between form and meaning. 

Jacobs (1991) is of the opinion that glossing is useful if we take a bottom-up 

approach to reading comprehension, but it is likely to meddle with comprehension if a 

top-down approach is adopted. Moreover, Ariew and Ercetin (2004) argue that less 

proficient learners frequently make use of top-down processes, whereas more proficient 

learners often resort to bottom-up processes. Ariew and Ercetin consider glosses more 

useful for the latter group.  

According to Ko (2005), using glosses is an effective way of preventing incorrect 

guessing, minimizing interruption while reading, and promoting understanding a text by 

activating prior knowledge and linking it to the new information given in the text. He also 

asserts that glosses foster learner autonomy. 



Watanabe (1997), too, considers glosses as valuable tools which facilitate reading 

in a foreign language. Furthermore, Alessi and Dwyer (2008) argue that glosses provide 

word meanings which are more appropriate to the context of what the learner is reading. 

Therefore, today the question is not whether glossing should be used or not, but rather 

what type of glossing brings about the best results in vocabulary learning. 

Nagata (1999) discusses the effects of glossing on vocabulary learning in four 

major strands: (1) glosses are easier to use than a dictionary, (2) they draw learners’ 

attention to target words, supporting the notion of consciousness-raising and input 

enhancement, (3) they help learners immediately connect words to meanings, 

contributing to the meaning form connection approach, and (4) they encourage learners to 

perform lexical processing, which may contribute to lexical retention. 

In a similar attempt, Ko (2005) gives the following advantages of glossing: 

(1) Glosses can help readers know new words more accurately, preventing them from 

wrongly guessing the meanings. Guessing meanings from context can be a risky 

business due to readers’ insufficient language or poor command of reading 

strategies. 

(2) Glosses can prevent reader interruption during reading by providing meanings for 

the unfamiliar words so that L2 readers do not need to constantly look them up in 

a dictionary. 

(3) Glosses can help readers connect prior knowledge with new knowledge in the 

text, thereby leading to a better understanding and retention of the content of the 

text. 



(4) Glosses can allow readers greater autonomy as they have the possibility of 

looking up the words they do not know. 

There are various categorizations of glossing depending on what forms they take, 

where they appear, and what language they are in. The form-based classification includes 

textual, pictorial, and multimedia glosses. Also, glosses can be single- or multiple-choice 

and meaning inferred or meaning given. The position-based categorization includes 

interlinear, marginal, pre-text, and post-text glosses. Furthermore, glosses can be in L1 or 

L2. 

A few authors (e.g., Holly & King, 1971; Jacobs, Dufon, & Fong 1994; 

Watanabe, 1997) are of the opinion that although glossing reduces the difficulties 

associated with an insufficient context and can prevent incorrect inferences, it has a 

limited effect on long-term vocabulary retention. To tackle this problem, Hulstijn (1992) 

proposed the use of multiple-choice gloss (MCG) to combine the advantages of 

vocabulary glosses and meaning inferring. The design of MCG is based on the mental 

effort hypothesis, which claims that inferring requires mental effort and that the greater 

the mental effort, the better learners' recall and retention of information (Hulstijn, 1992). 

Many studies have reported that glossing is more helpful than not using gloss for 

vocabulary acquisition. For instance, the results of a study conducted by Smallwood 

(1995) on 115 secondary students in Hong Kong showed that the provision of L1 gloss 

can lead to better performance in vocabulary acquisition. 

Hulstijn, Hollander, and Greidanus (1996) had a group of Dutch students of 

French as a second language read passages under three conditions: marginal gloss in L1, 



use of a bilingual dictionary, and reoccurrence of unfamiliar words. The results revealed 

that L1 marginal glossing had the most significant effect on incidental vocabulary 

acquisition. 

Laufer and Shmueli (1997) assigned 128 high school students who were native 

speakers of Hebrew to four conditions where the target words were provided in a gloss 

(either L1 or L2), a sentence, a text, or an elaborated text. The results showed L1 glosses 

to be more useful in retaining target words, in both the short and long run, than L2 

glosses. 

In a study by Chang (2002), a group of 92 students read a short story in three 

different conditions: with bilingual marginal glosses, with electronic dictionaries, and 

with no assistance. Marginal glosses were found to have a greater effect than electronic 

dictionaries on a test taken immediately after the reading experience, but no positive 

effect was seen on a delayed test of vocabulary retention. 

Duan and Yan (2004) compared the effects of multiple-choice glosses, single 

glosses, and no-glosses on incidental vocabulary learning and found that the groups that 

received multiple-choice glosses and single glosses significantly outperformed the no-

gloss group, with the multiple-choice gloss group performing better than the single-gloss 

group. 

Ko (2005) had 106 intermediate Korean undergraduates read a text under three 

conditions of no gloss, L1 gloss, and L2 gloss. The text used consisted of 931 words, of 

which 22 were glossed. He used both quantitative and qualitative measures of reading 



comprehension in his research. In the former measure, the L2 gloss proved more 

beneficial, but in the latter, both L1 and L2 glosses were found to be efficient. 

Yoshii (2006) compared the effects of L1 and L2 glosses on incidental vocabulary 

learning in a multimedia environment. The participants of this study were 195 EFL 

university students. A story was used under four conditions of L1 gloss, L2 gloss, L1 

textual and pictorial gloss, and L2 textual and pictorial gloss. The story contained 390 

words, of which 20 were glossed, 14 target words and 6 familiar words. Both L1 and L2 

glosses proved to be effective in improving vocabulary learning. However, regarding 

long-term retention, the L1 textual gloss turned out to be more efficient than the L2 

textual gloss or the L2 textual and pictorial gloss. 

Lin and Huang (2008) compared the effect of meaning-inferred and meaning-

given glosses on the incidental vocabulary learning of 175 high- and low- proficiency 

Taiwanese students. The results showed glossing to be facilitative in that bold-faced 

glosses drew learners' attention to new words. They also found that although both 

meaning-inferred and meaning-given glosses could promote incidental vocabulary 

learning in meaning-focused reading, the former type of gloss was more effective in 

improving vocabulary learning and retention. 

Alessi and Dwyer (2008) studied the effects of the timing of gloss presentation: 

before reading, during reading, and both before and during reading. The participants were 

76 undergraduate college students of Spanish in the United States who were required to 

read a Spanish newspaper article either with (one of the conditions mentions above) or 



without vocabulary assistance. They found out that students who received assistance 

during reading did better than those who received glossing before reading. 

In another study, Lage (2008) had a group of high-intermediate/low-advanced 

Spanish students of English read a text with glosses (in English) presented either in the 

margin or on a computer screen. The performance of the participants on vocabulary and 

text comprehension posttests revealed no significant relationship between gloss 

presentation mode and vocabulary recall. 

Al-Jabri (2009) studied the effect of glossing on reading and recalling a 470-word 

English text with 19 glossed words. Nineteen non-native learners were placed in three 

groups of L1 gloss, L2 gloss, and no gloss. Although the L1 group performed better than 

the L2 group on immediate multiple-choice questions of reading comprehension, there 

were no significant differences between the no-gloss group and the gloss groups. 

Furthermore, the L2 gloss group was the least successful group in text recall. 

Yanguas (2009) studied the effects of textual, pictorial, and textual-pictorial 

glosses on text comprehension and vocabulary learning. The participants were 94 

university students, and the material used was a 543-word-long passage taken from an 

online newspaper. The results showed that using gloss is better than the no-gloss 

condition. Moreover, no significant differences were observed among different glosses. 

Also, combined glossing proved more effective than any of the glosses used alone. 

Cheng and Good (2009) explored the effect of glosses on vocabulary learning and 

reading comprehension. They compared three kinds of glosses Chinese (L1) glosses 



together with English (L2) example sentences, L1 in-text glosses, and L1 marginal 

glosses with a no gloss condition. The participants were undergraduate business and 

engineering students at four proficiency levels. The results showed that although on all 

vocabulary recall tests, the participants who had access to a gloss were more successful 

than the no-gloss group, glossing did not have any significant effect on reading 

comprehension. In addition, the scores on the delayed vocabulary recall test was lower 

than on the immediate posttest, indicating a decline in learners’ retention. They also 

found that the participants’ attitudes toward glossing were positive. 

Xu (2010) explored the effect of three different types of glossing (i.e., glossing in 

Chinese, glossing in English, and glossing in both Chinese and English) on vocabulary 

acquisition. The results from the immediate and delayed retention tests revealed that 

while glossing in Chinese proved more effective than the other two kinds of glossing 

upon administration of the immediate posttest, it was not as effective according to the 

delayed posttest. More recently, Zarei and Mahmoodzade (2014) conducted a study on 

the effect of multimedia gloss on L2 vocabulary production and reported positive effects. 

2.6.2. Semantic mapping 

Semantic mapping is a strategy for teaching and expanding vocabulary which involves 

drawing a diagram of the relationships between words according to their use in a 

particular text (Oxford, 1990). To put it differently, this technique entails categorizing 

words in relation to other words using imagery. Semantic mapping is an adaptation of 

concept definition mapping, with the difference that it builds on students’ background 



knowledge or schemata. This technique, while drawing on previous knowledge, 

recognizes important word components and displays the relationships among them. 

Semantic mapping can raise learners' consciousness of the relationships in a text, 

thus leading to a broader understanding of a text and the creation of associative networks 

for words, and it is best described as a collaborative effort between the teacher and the 

students (Nation & Newton, 1997). This technique enables us to easily comprehend 

complex information and gives us an overview of an area of knowledge. Since the 

method of presentation is visual, it will be easier for the brain to make sense of incoming 

information. Semantic mapping can be employed for generating ideas, designing complex 

structures, communicating complex concepts, assisting learning by explicitly integrating 

old and new knowledge, and appraising understanding or pinpointing misunderstanding 

(Nation & Newton, 1997). 

Semantic mapping is one of the three ways of teaching vocabulary in Bleckley’s 

taxonomy (2006), in which new words are associated with the words already present in 

the learners’ mental lexicon. The other two approaches in this taxonomy are (1) 

definition-based instruction, consisting of a list of words that learners look up and write 

the definitions down, and (2) context-as-a-clue instruction, through which meanings of 

the target words are inferred from the adjacent material. 

Although semantic mapping is most frequently used for vocabulary growth, it can 

also be used to teach other skills such as reading comprehension and writing because it 

displays the interrelationships among ideas (Huckin, Haynes, & Coady 1992). Debate 



(2006) argues that it can allow teachers to assess students’ previous knowledge or schema 

availability on the topic under discussion. 

There are many studies that show semantic mapping is helpful for vocabulary 

learning. For instance, Margosein, Pascarella, and Pflaum (1982) studied the impact of 

two direct strategies of vocabulary teaching, semantic mapping and the use of context, on 

word learning. The semantic mapping treatment involved teaching the target word in 

relation to the more familiar words. For example, the word 'solitary' was taught in 

connection with words like 'alone' and 'isolated.' The learners who received this treatment 

discussed the similarities and differences between the words under discussion with the 

teacher. The authors found that semantic mapping had a greater positive impact on 

vocabulary acquisition than did the use of context.

Brown and Perry (1991), in their study of the keyword method and semantic 

processing as two vocabulary learning strategies, found that a combination of the two 

approaches promotes vocabulary acquisition better than the keyword method alone. 

In addition, a study by Morin and Goebel (2001) suggests that semantic mapping 

is generally an effective strategy for helping inexperienced learners recall and organize 

L2 vocabulary. Furthermore, in a study of the impact of semantic mapping on EFL 

vocabulary learning, Sanchez (2004) found that the experimental group exhibited several 

changes in the organization of information at different stages of learning. The students' 

semantic maps in the posttest were more similar to the one produced using the expert 

data. He, thus, drew the conclusion that teaching vocabulary through semantic mapping 

brings about changes in learners' cognitive structures. 



Contrary to the studies above, Riazi, Sadeghy, and Zare (2005) reported that 

semantic mapping is not commonly utilized by Iranian EFL learners. Indeed, a 

questionnaire completed by 213 students showed that the most frequently used strategies 

were shallower cognitive strategies and the less commonly used ones were those entailing 

deeper cognitive processing like keyword technique and semantic mapping. Their results 

also showed a higher frequency of use for traditional vocabulary learning strategies such 

as taking notes in class and using new words in sentences. 

Sagarra and Alba (2006) studied three methods in which beginning L2 learners 

can learn new words: rote memorization (i.e., memorizing L1 translation of a new L2 

word), semantic mapping (i.e., graphically displaying L1 words related to the L2 word), 

and the keyword method. The findings revealed that the latter technique produces the best 

results as it requires deeper processing through associations between form and meaning. 

Abdollahzadeh and Amiri (2009) compared the effectiveness of vocabulary 

instruction via semantic mapping and the established techniques of teaching vocabulary 

in Iran. They found that the groups that received instruction through semantic mapping 

performed significantly better than the other participants. 

Bataineh (2010) carried out a study to find out whether a group of 400 Jordanian 

EFL learners encoded vocabulary in memory clusters according to semantic or acoustic 

associations. The results showed that the students encoded vocabulary according to both 

meaning and sound associations although acoustic clustering was more commonly used. 

He also reported a significantly greater tendency for the female participants toward 

semantic clustering. 



In an experiment with 60 intermediate female adult learners of English in Iran, 

Nilforoushan (2012) reported that teaching vocabulary through semantic mapping 

significantly improves awareness of two affective dimensions of deep vocabulary 

knowledge: evaluation and potency. 

Finally, Zarei and Adami (2013) investigated the effect of semantic mapping, 

thematic clustering, and notebook keeping on L2 vocabulary recognition and production 

and reported a positive effect for all the three instruction techniques. The researchers also 

found that semantic feature analysis and notebook keeping groups outperformed the 

semantic mapping group. 

2.6.2.1. Theories underlying semantic mapping 

Semantic mapping has its root in three theories: meaningful learning, constructivism, and 

schema theory. These theories are explained below. 

2.6.2.1.1. Meaningful learning 

Ausubel (1968) distinguished between rote learning and meaningful learning. In his view, 

meaningful learning is way of learning which entails relating new knowledge to previous 

knowledge. He stated that when individuals are presented with new concepts, these 

concepts will not be explicitly realized until they are integrated in a meaningful way into 

pre-existing concepts. Ausubel holds that this approach to learning has three important 

features. The first one is that the material to be learned should be conceptually clear and 

presented along with exemplary language pertinent to the learners' prior knowledge. The 

second characteristic is that the learner should have relevant background information. 



And finally, the learner should choose to learn meaningfully. Arguably, semantic 

mapping can easily meet these three criteria and encourage students to learn 

meaningfully. 

2.6.2.1.2. Constructivism 

Another theory which underlies semantic mapping is constructivism. According to this 

theory, human beings generate knowledge via interactions between their experiences and 

their ideas. Constructivism emphasizes the learner rather than the teacher. It is the learner 

who interacts with objects and events and, in consequence, gains an understanding of the 

characteristics associated with these objects and events. It is the learner who 

conceptualizes (Yager, 1991). The constructivist view of learning accepts and encourages 

learner autonomy and intuition. 

2.6.2.1.3. Schema Theory 

As McCabe (1995) suggests, the learner never approaches a learning task with a blank 

mind. Since every learner has a unique mental framework, the way he/she reacts to the 

learning material is highly personal. Since the 1970s, a number of schema researchers 

have demonstrated that having background knowledge contributes to comprehension 

(Carrell, 1989). Certainly, a major benefit of semantic mapping is that it helps build 

schemata. 

2.6.3. Imagery 

For setting the scene for our discussion of imagery and its status in instruction, it is a 

good idea to know the meaning of the visual literacy (VL). VL has been defined as the 



use of visible or mental visuals for learning, communicating, and conveying meaning or 

for esthetic purposes (Avgerinou & Ericson, 1997). 

Imagery can be explained with reference to dual-coding theory, a cognitive theory 

hypothesized by Paivio (1971, 1986, 1991). This theory postulates that pictures and 

words activate different codes. The former activates visual codes, known as imagens, in 

the visual memory, whereas the latter activate verbal associations, or logogens, in the 

verbal memory. Both visual and verbal codes can be used when recalling information 

(Sternberg, 2003). For instance, in the case of a person who has stored the stimulus 

concept heron as both the word heron and the image of a heron, seeing or hearing the 

word heron will activate the corresponding verbal code (heron) in the verbal system, 

whereas seeing the picture of this bird will readily activate the pertinent imagen in the 

visual memory. It is further hypothesized that the ability to store a stimulus in both codes 

will increase the chance of successfully recalling that stimulus compared to if the 

stimulus was stored using either code alone (Sternberg, 2003). 

Using picture for presenting new vocabulary has been a fundamental principle in 

many methods in TEFL or TESL (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). Lewis and Hill (1985) 

contend that presenting new vocabulary through visual aids can both clarify the meanings 

of words and fix them in the learners’ mind. Doff (1988) attributes this to the fact that 

using pictures is direct, interesting, and impressive. Moreover, Sokmen (1997) believes 

that word-picture activities can form a mental link at the early stages of L2 learning, 

especially if it is created by the students themselves. More recently, Richards and 

Rodgers (2001) point out that visual aids can better demonstrate the relationships 



between form and meaning, and Shapiro and Waters (2005) hold that visual stimuli create 

very strong memories. 

The imagery technique involves the use of pictures and illustrations for 

introducing new words. Research has shown that pictures can make word learning easier 

and vocabulary instruction more effective (David & Kang, 1998; Smith, 1997). In 

addition, Ellery (2009) states that if vocabulary is taught through imagery, students will 

create an image that represents the definition of the word and recalls this image whenever 

they encounter the word again. 

According to Richards and Rodgers (2001), using pictures for presenting new 

words has been a key principle in many TEFL or TESL methodologies. For instance, the 

practitioners of the direct method believe that there should be a direct link between form 

and meaning. 

Educational posters can be seen in many EFL/ESL classrooms and also in settings 

where content areas such as science and history are taught. These two-dimensional visual 

learning aids are of varying sizes and usually feature both visual and textual components. 

Although the use of visualization and imagery in vocabulary teaching has a long 

history, it is not always possible to include picture components in vocabulary because not 

all concepts can be represented in picture form (Paivio, 1991). Indeed, abstract words are 

more elusive and thus more difficult to teach and learn than words which are 

representations of concrete concepts (David & Kang, 1998). For example, concrete nouns 

like 'flag' or 'map' are managed better than abstract nouns such as 'justice' or 'freedom.' 

Imagery and concreteness are so highly correlated that researchers often use them 



interchangeably (David & Kang, 1998). Sokmen (1997) states that using imagery to teach 

words can be particularly useful if pictures are created by the students themselves. 

Researchers have long been interested in examining the effects of pictorial and 

verbal cues on L2 vocabulary learning, and have found that processing supportive 

information such as pictures or translations increases language learning. Kellogg and 

Howe (1971) found that in high-imagery concrete vocabulary learning, foreign words 

associated with images or actual objects are learned more easily than those without such 

additional information. 

Terrell (1986) found that combining an unknown L2 word with a visual 

representation bypasses a direct translation and facilitates vocabulary learning. 

Underwood (1989) suggested that we "remember images better than words, hence we 

remember words better if they are strongly associated with images" (p. 19). 

Previous research also suggests that foreign words associated with aural or written 

translations and images are learned more easily than are those accompanied by pictures 

or text alone (Baltova, 1999; Guillory, 1998; Jones & Plass, 2002; Oxford & Crookall, 

1990; Plass, Chun, Mayer, & Leutner, 1998). For example, Oxford and Crookall (1990) 

suggest that the combination of pictures and texts leads to greater depth of processing 

than when text is processed alone. Baltova (1990) examined the effects of viewing a 

French video with either French audio and French subtitles (bimodal format), or English 

audio and French subtitles (reserved format) on students' vocabulary learning. She found 

that students learned significantly more vocabulary when they viewed the audio-visual 



material with both French subtitles and French audio than in reserved format where they 

viewed the video with English audio and French subtitles. 

Chang, Chien-Yu, and Yi-Kuan (2005) noted that children take special heed of 

texts containing visual items. Van Horn (2008) showed that adolescents are motivated to 

participate in reading and writing tasks when visuals are an integral part of the learning 

activity and that students become additionally engaged when they have the opportunity to 

produce their own visual texts. Likewise, Tonzar, Lotto, and Job (2009) examined the 

effect of picture-learning and word-mediated learning on vocabulary development and 

found the former to be more effective. 

Previous studies on the effectiveness of posters have yielded rather contradictory 

results. Hubenthal and O’Brien (2009) believe that posters are effective because students 

spontaneously take notice of them while casually observing their surroundings. Larsen-

Freeman and Anderson (2011) suggest that their mere presence can be beneficial even if 

they are directly and intentionally dealt with in the classroom. 

In an action research carried out by Hopkins and Bean (1999), the effect of 

verbal-visual word association strategy on vocabulary learning was investigated. Results 

showed that this strategy could contribute to the conceptualization of vocabulary 

knowledge in an observable form. 

2.7. Vocabulary comprehension and production 

Comprehension is the process by which a reader generates a mental representation of the 

message intended by the author of a text, and it includes both the information in the text and 



its interpretation by the reader (Dechant, 1991; Van den Broek & Kremer, 2000). Dechant 

(1991) states that comprehension relies on two types of information: that which is 

received from the (surface structure of) text and that which is retrieved from the reader's 

memory. The schemata of past experiences and prior knowledge in the readers' memory 

largely help readers construct meaning from the text. Comprehension occurs when readers 

understand the text by relating new information they encounter in the text to the information 

they already have.

Vocabulary knowledge plays a key role in second language learning. Numerous 

attempts have been made to meet the challenges facing learners in relation to vocabulary 

learning. However, it remains to be seen to what extent they are effective in improving 

learners’ vocabulary comprehension and production (Song, 2011). 

In the Iranian EFL context, Zarei and Afrash Ab (2013) compared the effect of 

output-oriented and input-oriented tasks on L2 vocabulary comprehension and 

production. The results showed that productive tasks were more effective than receptive 

tasks. In another study, Zarei and Sahami Gilani (2013) studied the effect of five 

collaborative techniques (jigsaw, rotating circle, snowball, think pair square, and word 

webbing) on L2 vocabulary learning. The word webbing group outperformed the other 

groups in both vocabulary comprehension and production. 

As it can be seen in this review of literature, works in this area have been 

conducted mostly in countries other than Iran and in different contexts. Indeed, few 

studies have examined the effect of the three techniques under discussion (i.e., glossing, 

semantic mapping, and imagery) on EFL learners in Iran. Therefore, the primary aim of 



the present study is to see which of these techniques of vocabulary instruction is more 

effective in improving Iranian EFL learners' vocabulary comprehension and production. 

  



Chapter Three: Methodology 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with the methodology that was employed for the study. It describes the 

participants, the instruments and procedures used for data collection and analysis. 

3.2. Participants 

The participants of the present study were initially 250 female intermediate-level Iranian 

EFL learners studying English at Marefat Institute in Qazvin, Iran. However, only 175 of 

them were included in the study after a placement test (described below) was 

administered. Their age ranged from 18 to 28, and their native language was Persian. 

3.3. Instrumentations 

The materials and data collection instruments utilized in this study were the following: 

1. The standard test of Nelson (Fowler & Coe, 1976, series 200 B) was employed to 

secure the homogeneity of the subjects in terms of language proficiency. This test 

consists of a cloze test and a number of structure and vocabulary questions. All 

parts are in the form of multiple-choice questions. There are a total of 50 items, 

which should be answered in 45 minutes. The reliability of the test was estimated 

through KR-21 formula, and it turned out to be .71. (Appendix A). 

2. A multiple-choice vocabulary pretest consisting of 100 items was used to 

determine the students’ vocabulary knowledge prior to the treatments. Each item 



included one target word which was underlined. The participants were required to 

write the meaning of the target word in their native language. (Appendix B). 

3. A test of receptive word knowledge was employed as a posttest to determine the 

effects of three vocabulary teaching techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and 

imagery) on learners' vocabulary recognition. This test consisted of 30 multiple-

choice items which required the participants to choose one of the four alternatives 

that most appropriately filled a blank. The reliability of the test was found to be 

.75 using KR-21 formula. (Appendix C). 

4. A test of productive word knowledge was administered to measure the students' 

productive knowledge of vocabulary taught through each of the techniques under 

discussion. This test consisted of 30 fill-in-the-blank items which required the 

participants to supply the correct words. KR-21 formula showed the reliability of 

the test to be .61. (Appendix D). 

5. The instructional materials used for the purpose of the present study included 100 

words extracted from Oxford Picture Dictionary (Adelson-Goldstein & Shapiro, 

2008). 

3.4. Procedures 

To begin with, 250 intermediate-level learners were selected. Then, the Nelson test was 

administered in order to determine the homogeneity of the sample. This resulted in the 

selection of 175 learners whose scores were between one standard deviation above and 

below the mean. (The relevant data is given in Appendix E). These learners were 

randomly placed in six groups, with each group receiving instruction under one of the 



experimental conditions for over 10 sessions twice a week. Each session lasted about one 

and a half hour, with about 30 minutes allocated to the treatment. Each group was 

presented with 10 words every session. The treatment consisted of three different 

techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) of teaching those words, which 

were the same for all groups, implemented either implicitly or explicitly. A brief 

description of what happened in each group follows.

a) Explicit glossing: The teacher taught the words using their English definitions. 

The students were allowed to write the words and their meanings in their 

notebooks.

b) Explicit semantic mapping: Since semantic mapping requires the learners to 

relate the new words to their previous experiences and their prior knowledge, the 

teacher first asked the participants to share what they knew about the words at 

issue with the purpose of activating their prior knowledge. Next, the teacher 

taught the words by drawing semantic maps on the board with the help of 

students. 

c) Explicit imagery: The teacher taught the words using their actual pictures. The 

students were allowed to see the images of the words individually and were even 

given a chance to take pictures. 

d) Implicit glossing: The teacher put the pertinent words together with their L2 

definitions on the wall as extra words to the students. 

e) Implicit semantic mapping: Every session, the teacher drew semantic maps for 

the words and hung them on the wall without any direct presentation. 



f) Implicit imagery: The teacher prepared the pictures of the related words and 

hung them on the wall without drawing any direct attention to them. 

At the end of the experimental period, two posttests were administered to 

investigate the effects of glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery on learners' 

vocabulary comprehension and production. The collected data were organized and 

submitted to statistical analysis. 

3.5. Data analysis 

In order to answer the research questions, first, two separate One-way ANOVA 

procedures were utilized to compare the effects of explicit presentation techniques 

(glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary comprehension and 

production. Then, two other One-way ANOVA procedures were used to compare the 

effects of implicit presentation techniques (glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery) on 

L2 vocabulary comprehension and production. Besides, two independent-samples t-tests 

were utilized to investigate the difference between the effects of explicit and implicit 

presentation techniques on L2 vocabulary comprehension and production. 

  



Chapter Four: Results and Discussion 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, the results obtained from the participants' performance on the posttests are 

presented and analyzed with reference to the research questions of the study.

4.2. The effect of explicit use of presentation techniques on L2 vocabulary 
comprehension 

The first research question sought to determine if explicit use of glossing, semantic 

mapping, and imagery, as the three techniques of presenting vocabulary, influences L2 

vocabulary comprehension. To this end, the scores of the three groups of participants on 

the vocabulary comprehension test were compared. Descriptive statistics are presented in 

Table 4.1 and a graphical representation is given in Figure 4.1. 

                               Table 4.1 
      Descriptive statistics for explicit vocabulary comprehension  

N Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Glossing 30 16.5667 4.98746
Semantic mapping 30 21.0000 3.19482
Imagery 25 19.8000 5.29937
Total 85 19.0824 4.88489



Figure 4.1. Performance of the explicit groups on the vocabulary comprehension test 

It can be seen that the mean score of the semantic mapping group is higher than 

that of the participants in the glossing and imagery groups. In addition, the imagery group 

has performed better than the glossing group. 

To see whether or not the observed differences are statistically significant, the 

one-way ANOVA procedure was used, yielding the results given in Table 4.2. Based on 

Table 4.2, the differences among the three groups are statistically significant (F (2, 82) = 

7.58, P < .01), indicating that the first null hypothesis of the study is rejected. 

Furthermore, the index of the strength of association ( 2 = .09) indicates a moderate 

effect size, showing that 9% of the total variance among the groups can be accounted for 



by the independent variable (i.e., techniques of presentation). That is, the remaining 91% 

of the variance has yet to be accounted for. 

             Table 4.2 
             The ANOVA results on explicit vocabulary comprehension  

Sum of 
Squares DF 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Between groups 313.057 2 156.528 7.589 .001
Within groups 1691.367 82 20.626
Total 2004.424 84

2 = .09

To locate the differences, a post hoc Scheffé test was run (Table 4.3). The test 

showed a significant difference between the means of the semantic mapping and glossing 

groups. Similarly, the difference between the glossing and imagery groups was 

statistically significant. The participants of the semantic mapping and imagery groups 

performed better than the participants of the glossing group on the comprehension test. 

Table 4.3 
Multiple comparisons of means on explicit vocabulary comprehension 

(I) 
technique 

(J) technique 
Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Glossing
Glossing 
Imagery 

Semantic mapping -4.43333* .001 -7.3569 -1.5098
Imagery -3.23333* .036 -6.2996 -.1671
Semantic mapping -1.20000 .623 -4.2663 1.8663

4.3. The effect of explicit use of presentation techniques on L2 vocabulary 
production

The second question aimed to see if explicit use of the three presentation techniques of 

glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery has any effect on L2 vocabulary production. 

For this purpose, the scores of the participants on the vocabulary production test were 



compared. Table 4.4 summarizes descriptive statistics and Figure 4.2 provides a graphical 

representation of the performance of the participants. 

                           Table 4.4 
                            Descriptive statistics for explicit vocabulary production 

N Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Glossing 30 11.9333 7.21078
Semantic mapping 30 14.6333 3.95216
Imagery 25 16.9200 5.67832
Total 85 14.3529 6.05276

Figure 4.2. Performance of the explicit groups on the vocabulary production test  

As it can be seen, the participants of the imagery group achieved better results 

than the other two groups. Furthermore, the semantic mapping group outperformed the 

glossing group. To see whether the observed differences are statistically significant, the 



data were submitted to the one-way ANOVA procedure. The results are given in Table 

4.5. 

              Table 4.5 
              The ANOVA results on explicit vocabulary production 

Sum of 
Squares DF 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Between groups 342.738 2 171.369 5.139 .008
Within groups 2734.673 82 33.350
Total 3077.412 84

2 = .12

According to Table 4.5, the differences are statistically significant (F (2, 82) = 5.13, 

P < .01). Therefore the second null hypothesis of the study is also rejected. The index of 

the strength of association ( 2 = .12) shows a relatively moderate effect size, implying 

that the remaining 88% of the variance has yet to be accounted for. 

To locate the differences, a post hoc Scheffé test was run (Table 4.6). The test 

showed a significant difference between the means of the glossing and imagery groups. 

The participants of the imagery group performed better than the participants of the 

semantic mapping group on the production test. 

    Table 4.6 
    Multiple comparisons of means on explicit vocabulary production 

(I) 
technique 

(J) technique 
Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Glossing
Glossing 
Imagery 

Semantic mapping -2.70000 .200 -6.4175 1.0175
Imagery -4.98667* .008 -8.8856 -1.0877
Semantic mapping 2.28667 .348 -1.6123 6.1856

4.4. The effect of implicit use of presentation techniques on L2 vocabulary 
comprehension

The aim of the third research question was to determine the extent to which implicit use 

of glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery techniques of presenting L2 words affects 



vocabulary comprehension. To answer this question, the scores of the participants on the 

vocabulary comprehension test were compared. The descriptive results can be seen in 

Table 4.7 and Figure 4.3. 

                            Table 4.7 
                            Descriptive statistics for implicit vocabulary comprehension 

N Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Glossing 30 9.97 7.21078
Semantic mapping 30 10.67 3.95216
Imagery 25 8.73 1.964
Total 85 9.79 2.354

Figure 4.3. Performance of the implicit groups on the vocabulary comprehension test  

It is clear that the highest mean (x = 10.67) belongs to the semantic mapping group, 

followed by the glossing group (x = 9.97) and the imagery group (x = 8.73). To see 

whether the observed differences among the groups are statistically significant or not, the 

one-way ANOVA procedure was used. The obtained results are presented in Table 8. The 



F value and the significance level (F (2, 87) = 5.74, P < .01) in Table 4.8 are indicative of 

significant differences among the groups. This means that the third null hypothesis of the 

study is rejected. 

        Table 4.8 
       The ANOVA results on implicit vocabulary comprehension 

Sum of 
Squares DF 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Between groups 57.489 2 28.744 5.742 .005
Within groups 435.500 87 5.006 
Total 492.989 89 2 = .09 

The index of the strength of association ( 2 = .09) is indicative of a relatively moderate 

effect size. This index means that 9% of the total variance among the groups is 

attributable to the independent variable; it also implies that the remaining 91% of the 

variance has yet to be accounted for. 

A post hoc Scheffé test was utilized to locate the differences, the results of which 

are given in Table 4.9. The only significant difference is between the means of semantic 

mapping and imagery groups. The participants of the semantic mapping group performed 

better than the participants of the imagery group on the comprehension test. 

Table 4.9 
Multiple comparisons of means on implicit vocabulary comprehension

(I) 
technique 

(J) technique 
Mean 

Difference 
(I-J) 

Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Glossing
Glossing 
Imagery 

Semantic mapping -.700 .483 -2.14 .74
Imagery 1.233 .108 -.21 2.67
Semantic mapping -1.933* .005 -3.37 -.49



4.5. The effect of implicit use of presentation techniques on L2 vocabulary 
production

The fourth research question was aimed at determining which technique of presenting L2 

words has the strongest effect on L2 vocabulary production. To this end, comparisons 

were made between the scores of the participants on the vocabulary production test. The 

resulting descriptive statistics are given in Table 4.10. A graphical representation in 

Figure 4.4 shows the results more clearly. 

                      Table 4.10 
                       Descriptive statistics for implicit vocabulary production 

N Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Glossing 30 5.87 2.013
Semantic mapping 30 6.60 1.940
Imagery 30 6.73 1.856
Total 90 6.40 1.953

Figure 4.4. Performance of the implicit groups on the vocabulary production test  



It can be observed that the group instructed through imagery achieved the highest 

mean, followed by the group receiving instruction through semantic mapping and then 

glossing. In order to determine the statistical significance of the differences among the 

groups, the data were subjected to the one-way ANOVA procedure (Table 4.11). 

         Table 4.11 
         The ANOVA results on implicit vocabulary production 

Sum of 
Squares DF 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Between groups 13.067 2 6.533 1.741 .181
Within groups 326.533 87 3.753
Total 339.600 89

Based on Table 4.11, there are no significant differences among the groups (F (2, 

87) = 1.74, P > .05). This means that the fourth null hypothesis of the study is supported. 

4.6. The effects of explicit and implicit use of presentation techniques on L2 
vocabulary comprehension 

Question 5 of the study sought to determine if there was any significant difference 

between the effects of explicit and implicit use of presentation techniques (glossing, 

semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary comprehension. To answer this 

question, the performance of all the participants who received explicit instruction was 

compared with that of the students who were taught vocabulary through implicit 

techniques. Descriptive statistics are summarized in Table 4.12. 

                          Table 4.12 
                           Descriptive statistics for the t-test on vocabulary comprehension

Group N Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Standard 
Error Mean 

Implicit 90 9.7889 2.35355 .24809
Explicit 85 19.0824 4.88489 .52984



It can be seen that the mean score of the explicit groups is higher than that of the 

groups that received implicit vocabulary instruction. To determine whether or not this 

difference is statistically significant, an independent-samples t-test was used, yielding the 

results given in Table 4.13. As Table 4.13 shows, the difference between explicit and 

implicit instruction is statistically significant (t (1,119.45) = -15.88, P < .01). This shows that 

the fifth null hypothesis of the study is rejected. It needs to be noted that since the 

assumption of equal variances could not be assumed, the lower line of the table with 

equal variances not assumed was checked. At the same time, the index of the strength of 

association ( 2= .67) shows that 67% of the total variance between the two groups is 

attributable to the effect of the treatment. This implies a relatively large effect size. 

Table 4.13 
T-test results on vocabulary comprehension posttest 

F Sig. T DF
Sig. 
(2-

tailed)

Mean 
Differen

ce

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference
Lower Upper

Equal variances 
assumed

49.35 .00 -16.172 173 .000 -9.29346 -10.427 -8.159

Equal variances 
not assumed

 -15.885
119.
450

.000 -9.29346 -10.451 -8.135

     2 = .67 

4.7. The effects of explicit and implicit use of presentation techniques on L2 
vocabulary production 

The last question of the study sought to see if there was any significant difference 

between the effects of explicit and implicit use of presentation techniques (glossing, 

semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary production. In response to this 

question, the performance of all the participants who were taught words explicitly was 



compared with the performance of the learners who received implicit vocabulary 

instruction. Table 4.14 gives the descriptive statistics for the vocabulary production 

posttest. 

                              Table 4.14
                              Descriptive statistics for the t-test on vocabulary production

Group N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Standard 
Error Mean 

Implicit 90 6.4000 1.95339 .20591
Explicit 85 14.3529 6.05276 .65651

As the mean scores show, the explicit group outperformed the group that received 

implicit instruction. In order to determine whether this difference in mean scores is 

statistically significant, an independent-samples t-test was utilized. Table 4.15 gives the 

results. It can be observed that the difference between explicit and implicit instruction is 

statistically significant (t (1,119.45) = -11.55, P < .01). This indicates that the sixth null 

hypothesis of the research is also rejected. At the same time, the strength of association 

( 2 = .57) shows that 57% of the total variance between the two groups can be attributed 

to treatment effect, implying a relatively large effect size. 

Table 4.15 
T-test results on vocabulary production posttest 

F Sig. T DF Sig.
(2-

tailed)

95% Confidence Interval 
of the Difference

Lower Upper

Equal variances 
assumed

62.60 .00 -11.831 173 .000 -9.279 -6.626

Equal variances 
not assumed

-11.559 100.42 .000      -9.317 -6.587

2 = .57



4.8. Discussion 

A glance at the results indicates that all the null hypotheses of the study were rejected 

except the fourth one. More specifically, the findings reveal that there are significant 

differences among the effects of explicit techniques of vocabulary teaching (glossing, 

semantic mapping, and imagery) on L2 vocabulary comprehension and production. It was 

also found that implicit use of these techniques only affects vocabulary comprehension. 

Furthermore, explicit instruction proved to be significantly more effective than implicit 

instruction in helping the students learn L2 vocabulary for both comprehension and 

production purposes. 

As for the first two questions, semantic mapping and imagery were found to be the 

most effective techniques for teaching vocabulary comprehension and production, 

respectively. 

This finding of the present study supports those of Johnson et al. (1982), who noted 

that the utilization of the conceptual technique of semantic mapping would help the learning 

of known words and concepts. They hold that if learners map the related words and 

information in memory, teaching and learning of new vocabulary would be facilitated. 

They also confirmed the positive effect of semantic mapping on learners' vocabulary 

recognition and production. Similarly, Margosein, Pascarella, and Pflaum (1982) found 

evidence suggesting that using semantic mapping affects learners' vocabulary knowledge 

and text comprehension. The results obtained in the present study also agree with the 

findings of Johnson, Levin, and Pittelman's (1985) suggesting that semantic mapping is 

not only a powerful technique for general vocabulary development, but it also is a good 



alternative to traditional instruction. They also found that semantic mapping is an 

effective pre-reading instructional activity. 

In addition, Morin and Goebel (2001) suggest that semantic mapping is generally 

effective as it helps inexperienced learners recall and organize L2 vocabulary. 

Furthermore, in a study on the impact of semantic mapping on EFL vocabulary learning, 

Sanchez (2004) found that teaching vocabulary through semantic mapping brings about 

changes in learners' cognitive structure. 

Moreover, the findings of this study corroborate those of Abdollahzadeh and 

Amiri (2009), who compared the effectiveness of vocabulary instruction via semantic 

mapping and the established techniques of teaching vocabulary in Iran. They found that 

the participants who received instruction through semantic mapping performed 

significantly better. Moreover, Nilforoushan (2012) reported that teaching vocabulary 

through semantic mapping significantly improves awareness of two affective dimensions 

of deep vocabulary knowledge: evaluation and potency. 

It should also be noted that the results of the present study are different from those 

of a number of other studies. For instance, Barcroft (2002) found that increased semantic 

elaboration, the process used in semantic mapping and semantic feature analysis, had 

inhibitory effect on L2 learners' productive knowledge of words.

Moreover, Riazi et al. (2005) found that using learning techniques which need 

shallower cognitive processes such as taking notes in class, keeping vocabulary 



notebook, and using new words in sentences were more effective than deeper cognitive 

techniques such as semantic mapping and semantic feature analysis.

Further evidence against this finding of the present study comes from Sagarra and 

Alba (2006), who reported that semantic mapping was less effective on L2 vocabulary 

learning than other techniques such as the keyword method, and Zarei and Adami (2013), 

who found that the students who received instruction through semantic mapping did 

worse than those who learnt words through semantic feature analysis and notebook 

keeping. 

The fact that the latter group of studies cited above did not find a significant effect 

for semantic mapping may be attributable to the proficiency level of their participants. 

Unlike in the present study, where the participants were intermediate learners of English, 

these studies experimented with low-proficiency students. Semantic mapping is a 

conceptual technique which is based on learners' prior word knowledge. In other words, 

the vocabulary reservoir of low-proficiency learners may not be rich enough to allow 

them to relate new words to their prior word knowledge and to visualize the relationships 

between the new and the learned words in their minds. 

Another finding of this study was that the students instructed through imagery had 

the best performance in vocabulary production. This is in agreement with Kellogg and 

Howe (1971), who found that foreign words associated with images or actual objects are 

learned more easily than those without such additional information. The results are also 

in line with studies about vocabulary knowledge that drew a comparison between 



imagery on the one hand and explanation and translation (Lewis & Hill, 1985) and word-

mediated learning or translation (Tonzar, Lotto, & Job, 2009) on the other. 

Further supporting the findings of this study, Terrell (1986) found that combining 

an unknown L2 word with a visual representation facilitates vocabulary learning. Also, 

Chang, Chien-Yu, and Yi-Kuan (2005) noted that children take special heed of texts 

containing visual items. The positive effect of imagery could be ascribed to the fact that 

an image provides a direct association between form and meaning (Richards & Rodgers, 

2001). 

In contrast to the Questions 3 and 4 of the present study in which no effect was 

observed for imagery in implicit instruction, Çetin and Flamand (2012), in an experiment 

on a number of elementary school students, concluded that hanging posters containing 

pictures and L2 vocabulary on classroom walls can facilitate incidental L2 vocabulary 

learning. This contradiction may be explained by the fact that the participants in Çetin 

and Flamand (2012) were many years younger than those who participated in the present 

study. Mature learners may benefit less from images in comparison with younger 

students.

The present study also found that vocabulary comprehension and production are 

not affected by glossing. This finding is indeed against most previous studies (e.g., Alessi 

& Dwyer, 2008; Ko, 2005; Xu, 2010; Yanguas, 2009). To give a few extended examples, 

Chang (2002) reported that glossing was more effective than electronic dictionaries on 

vocabulary learning. Likewise, Cheng and Good (2009) explored the effect of glosses on 

vocabulary learning and found that the participants who received glosses were more 



successful than the no-gloss group on all tests. Finally, Zarei and Mahmoodzade (2014) 

showed that multimedia glosses had a positive effect on L2 vocabulary production. 

In addition, evidence from previous research suggests that glossing significantly 

influences implicit vocabulary learning. A study by Hulstijn, Hollander, and Greidanus 

(1996) revealed that L1 glossing was more effective than either use of a bilingual 

dictionary or reoccurrence of unfamiliar words on a test of incidental vocabulary 

learning. 

Additionally, the results of an experiment by Kost, Foss, & Lenzini (1999) 

indicated that the participants who were allowed to use textual and pictorial glosses 

performed better than those who did not have access to any gloss on both production and 

recognition tests of vocabulary. More recently, Yoshii (2006) found both L1 and L2 

glosses to be effective on improving implicit vocabulary learning. 

A possible explanation for the inefficiency of glossing in the present study could 

be that the type of gloss we used (L2 gloss) was not helpful enough in our context. The 

use of L1 and pictorial glosses might have produced different results. 

A possible reason why the present study did not reveal any statistically significant 

effect of glossing on vocabulary recall is that vocabulary was taught in isolation and not 

in the context of reading passages. This finding might also be because the participants in 

this study were not proficient enough to grasp the new words presented through L2. 

It is worth noting at this point that we only found a single study reporting a 

finding rather similar to ours. Al-Jabri (2009) studied the effects of L1 and L2 glosses on 



reading comprehension and idea recall. Although the group receiving L1 gloss performed 

better than the L2-gloss group on a multiple-choice reading comprehension test, he 

observed no significant difference between the gloss group and the no-gloss group. 

Concerning Questions 5 and 6, explicit instruction of all the three techniques of L2 

word presentation turned out to have a more significant effect than implicit teaching on both 

vocabulary comprehension and production. Previous research seems to suggest that little 

vocabulary can be learned implicitly (e.g., Horst, 2005; Hulstijn, 2001; Macaro, 2003). 

Moreover, Watanabe (1997) believes that learning vocabulary implicitly may not be efficient. 

Another point to make is that in our research each word was presented to the students 

only once during the treatment. Given the opinion expressed by Nation (2001) that for 

implicit learning of vocabulary to take place, the learner has to be repeatedly exposed to 

the words, perhaps the students in our study did not have enough opportunity to internalize 

the words they were taught. 

Overall, a review of the existing literature on the explicit vs. implicit dichotomy 

seems to indicate that there is a consensus of opinion on the necessity of adopting a 

mixed approach to vocabulary instruction; that is, explicit vocabulary teaching should be 

supplemented by a few implicit techniques (Schmidt, 2008). Ellis (1995) believes that the 

two approaches apply to different aspects of vocabulary learning. The implicit approach 

is appropriate where shallow processing of vocabulary and simple recognition of surface 

forms is required. However, the explicit approach is necessary for deep processing where 

surface forms are to be mapped to their corresponding semantic/conceptual 

representation. (Ellis, 1995). 



  



Chapter Five: Conclusions and Implications 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter first presents a summary of the findings of the study and then provides some 

pedagogical implications of the findings. Later, limitations and delimitations of the study 

are given. Lastly, a few suggestions are made for further research. 

5.2. Conclusion 

The present study aimed to explore the effects of explicit and implicit use of the three 

presentation techniques of glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery on how Iranian 

intermediate learners of English comprehend and produce L2 vocabulary. The findings 

suggest that explicit instruction is more effective than implicit teaching in developing 

receptive and productive knowledge of L2 words. The results also reveal that the explicit 

mode of presenting the techniques under discussion has a significant effect on both 

comprehension and production of vocabulary, whereas the implicit mode only affects 

vocabulary comprehension. Lastly, semantic mapping was found to have a more significant 

effect than the other two techniques on both vocabulary comprehension and production. 

Semantic mapping is a direct vocabulary instruction technique which builds upon 

the prior knowledge of learners and the interrelationships between words. This technique 

is based on the hierarchical nature of memory structure and makes changes in learners' 

cognitive structure. It can be specially used before reading as an effective way of 

motivating the students and actively involving them in the thinking-reading process. 

Semantic mapping can also help learners develop sophisticated lexicon. An attractive 



feature of semantic mapping is that it is not dependant on high technology or expensive 

resources, and it is thus accessible to all language teachers and learners. 

Based on the findings of the present study, it can be concluded that teaching words 

implicitly is leaving too much to chance, and that words should be taught explicitly through 

explicit presentation techniques. It can also be concluded that even when we opt for explicit 

presentation techniques, there are some techniques that are more effective than others. This 

means that learners and teachers should be encouraged to resort to those techniques that are 

most effective. At the same time, given that different presentation techniques have different 

effects on L2 vocabulary comprehension and production, it may be concluded that a 

combination of techniques should be used to make sure that both comprehension and 

production of vocabulary are adequately addressed. In other words, a technique which is 

suitable for vocabulary comprehension may not be equally suitable for vocabulary production. 

5.3. Pedagogical implications 

The findings of the present study may have some implications for learners, teachers, and 

syllabus designers. Learning vocabulary through the semantic mapping technique would 

be more enjoyable and meaningful for learners because it moves away from the boring 

and tedious process of looking up words in a dictionary. Furthermore, it is an effective 

technique for improving students’ knowledge of vocabulary in the shortest possible time. 

Syllabus designers and textbook writers can draw upon the findings of this study 

in developing materials for vocabulary learning. In this way, they can present new words 

in more effective ways and improve both comprehension and production of these words. 



5.4. Limitations and delimitations of the study 

The following limitations and delimitations need to be taken into account with regard to 

the present study. 

1. The results of the study cannot be generalized to ESL learning contexts because 

the study was conducted in an EFL context. 

2. The sample included only Iranian EFL students who were studying English at 

different language institutes and universities, meaning that the findings may not 

be generalized to other EFL learners. 

3. The age of the students who took part in this study was between 18 and 28 years, 

and thus the results may not be generalized to other age brackets. 

4. The size of the sample in this research was relatively small due to the lengthy and 

time-consuming process of teaching and the limitations imposed by the institute. 

5. All the participants of the present study were female. 

To have a homogenous sample, we only included intermediate students in this 

study. 

5.5. Suggestions for further research 

This study has had several limitations that have thrown up a few questions in need of 

further investigation. The following can be singled out: 

1. This study suggests that the vocabulary teaching techniques have positive effects 

on learners' vocabulary comprehension and production. However, it did not test 

the effects of these instructional techniques on the breadth and depth of learners' 

vocabulary. This can be the subject of another research. 



2. This study investigated the effects of vocabulary teaching techniques on EFL 

learners who were at the intermediate level of proficiency. Further investigation is 

needed to provide evidence for the effectiveness of these techniques for learners 

at different levels of proficiency. 

3. The three techniques investigated in this study (i.e., glossing, semantic mapping, 

and imagery) could be compared with other techniques of vocabulary instruction 

such as notebook keeping, rote learning, contextualization, and semantic feature 

analysis. 

4. This study explored semantic mapping as a vocabulary presentation technique 

within a teacher-and-student-oriented framework. Future research into this area 

can do the same using other frameworks; e.g., teacher-initiated and student-

mediated semantic mapping. 

5. This study investigated the effect of glossing, semantic mapping, and imagery on 

vocabulary comprehension and production. Further research can be carried out on 

the effectiveness of these techniques in improving learners' reading or listening 

comprehension. 

6. The participants in this study were all female. There is a need to replicate this 

research with male students and to draw comparisons between the two genders. 
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Appendix A 
Nelson Test 

Choose the correct answer. Only one answer is correct. 

I ….1.… asleep while I was working because it took me a long time to realize that 
the telephone ….2…. When I answered it, my girl-friend ...3.... "….4…. that 
we ….5….to the cinema tonight? ….6…. If you ….7…. soon, we'll miss the 
film." I suddenly remembered that ….8... for the first performance of a new film. 
If I ….9….so much work to do, I would have taken her out to dinner before 
….10….to the cinema. I said: "By the time I get there, the film….11…. ….12…. 
out to dinner instead." "You are a nuisance," she said. "I ….13…. the tickets. 
Anyway, I've already had dinner." 

1 A should fall 
B ought to fall 
C had to fall 
D must have fallen 

2 A rang 
B was ringing 
C has rung 
D has been ringing 

3 A said 
B told 
C was saying 
D was telling 

4 A Aren't you remembering 

B Aren't you remembered 
C Doesn't you 
remember 

   D Don't you remember 

5 A would go 
B go 
C are going 
D will be gone  

6 A It's half an hour I am waiting here 

        B I'm waiting here since half an hour 

       C I've been waiting here for half an hour 

       D I've been waiting here since half an hour 



7 A aren't coming 
B don't come 
C won't come 
D wouldn't come 

8 A Sarah had been given some tickets 
    B some tickets to Sarah had been given 

C to Sarah some tickets had been given 
D they had been given some tickets to Sarah 

9 A should not have  

   B would not have 
C had not had 
D would not have had  

10 A to go 
B go 
C going 
D I was going 

11 A will have starred 
     B shall have started 
     C has started 
     D has to start 

12 A let’s going 
     B Let's go 
      C Will we go 
       D Would we go 

13 A hadn't to accept 
     B mustn't have accept 
     C didn't need to accept 

D needn't have accepted 

Choose the correct answer. Only one answer is correct. 

14 Take hold of it firmly…….it falls. 
A because                   B for                                    C in case              D in any case 

15 He looks……  
   A to be sad               B sad                                 C sadly                  D that he's sad 

16 Would you like some more coffee? There's still…… left. 



   A a little                   B little                                C a few                 D few 

17 I gave her …….stockings for her birthday. 
   A a pair of                     B a couple of                C a                       D any 

18 Frank plays …….Alex. 
   A a lot more better that 
   B much more better that 
   C a lot better than 
   D much more well than 

19 How …….is your house from here? 
    A long                     B far                          C much far         D long way 

20 You can't rely……. him to do the job properly. 
    A to                        B with                      C in                    D on 

21 I'd never allow my children……. like that. 
    A that they behaved                     B behave 
    C to behave                                     D behaving 

22 I can't stop. I……. 
   A am going running                          B am at a run 
   C am in a hurry                                D have a hurry 

23 He asked me……. stay. 
   A how long I was going to                B how long was I going to 
   C how long time I was going to         D how long time was I going to 

24……. he worked all day, he couldn't finish the job. 
    A Although               B Even                         C In case                  D In spite 

25 That's the hotel…….last year. 
    A which we stayed                             B at which we stayed at 

    C where we stayed at                         D where we stayed 

26 I'll leave him a note……. he'll know where we are. 
    A so that                        B that                         C in order                  D for 

27 You…….. drive carefully. The roads are wet. 
    A had rather               B would rather          C had better             D would 
better 

28 She broke a…….. while she was washing up. 



    A glass wine              B wine glass              C glass for wine          D glass of 
wine 

29 I'm going to the hairdresser's to……..  
    A cut my hair                             B have my hair cut 
    C have cut my hair                    D cut me my hair 

30 He couldn’t help ……..that this wife was worried.
     A except notice             B notice                C to notice                  D noticing 

31 He wanted to know the reason…….. I was late. 
     A as                     B for                         C why                            D because

32 I'm bad…….. remembering faces. 
     A at                        B in                          C with                            D on 

33 She…… read her a story. 
     A wants that I                                   B wants me for 
     C is wanting that I                            D wants me to 

   34 He hasn't been here……. 
    A three weeks ago                        B since three weeks 
    C during three weeks                    D for three weeks 

35 He is……. a horse. 
    A as strong like          B as strong as        C so strong as          D so strong than 

36  "Which is your sister?"  "She's the girl……. is wearing the green dress." 
   A who                         B who's                    C which                    D what 

37 There’s no one to…….  

    A look the children after                     B look after the children 
    C take care the children                      D care the children 

38 I wanted to go there by plane but I hadn't enough money to pay for the…… 
    A journey                     B travel                    C voyage                  D fly 

39 He failed the examination three times but……..he passed. 
     A at the end                  B at finish                C at last             D at least  

40 She ……the cups and some of them broke. 
     A dropped                     B fell                        C let                  D let fall  

41 Tennis is a ……..invented by an Englishman a hundred years ago. 
    A game                         B play                       C toy                 D match 

42 He got a job in a furniture…….. 



    A society                       B industry                 C fabric             D factory 

43 He has spent a large………  of money on his new house. 
   A deal                            B amount                 C number            D piece 

44 His parents died when he was young so he was…….. by his aunt. 
     A brought out                 B grown u              C brought up        D grown 

In this series of questions three words have the same sound but one does not. Choose the 
one that does not 

Example 

     A go                      B so                        C show                       D do 

45 A word                   B lord                     C heard                       D bird 

46 A run                      B close                   C mute                        D gone 

47 A great                   B beat                     C treat                         D seat 

48 A tries                    B wise                     C twice                       D buys 

49 A town                   B grown                  C shown                      D known 

50 A head                    B bed                     C said                          D paid 

  



Appendix B 
Pretest 

Write the meaning of underlined words 

1) The sport of shooting arrows from a bow is archery. 

2) Cycling is the activity of riding a bicycle. 

3) The sport of fighting with a long thin sword is called fencing. 

4) Weightlifting is the sport of lifting specially-shaped pieces of metal. 

5) A sport in which two people fight by holding each other and trying to make each other 
fall to the ground is called wrestling. 

6) Track and field is the sport such as running and jumping. 

7) The sport of swimming under water while breathing through a tube that is connected to 
a container of air on your back is called scuba diving. 

8) The activity of taking long walks in the mountains or country is called hiking. 

9) The activity or sport of riding over the waves on a special board is called surfing. 

10) A long period of dry weather when there is not enough water for plants and animals 
to live is called drought. 

11) Famine is the situation in which a large number of people have little or no food for a 
long time and many people die. 

12) A severe snow storm is called blizzard. 

13) Hurricane is a storm that has very strong fast winds that moves over water. 

14) An extremely violent storm consisting of air that spins very quickly and causes a lot 
of damage is called tornado. 

15) A mountain with a large hole at the top, through which something very hot liquid is 
forced up is volcano. 

16) A large mass of snow, ice, and rocks that falls down of a mountain is called 
avalanche. 

17) When a lot of wet earth suddenly falls down the side of a hill is called mudslide. 

18) To cover a place with water or to become covered with water is called flood. 

19) Earthquake is a sudden shaking of the earth's surface that often causes a lot of 
damage. 



20) A long thin pole with a long string and a hook attached to it, used for catching fish is 
called fishing rod. 

21) A lamp that you can carry, consisting of a metal container with glass sides that 
surrounds a flame or light is called lantern. 

22) Canteen is a small container in which water or other drink is carried. 

23) A substance that keeps insects away is repellent. 

24) A piece of clothing that can be filled with air and worn around your upper body to 
stop you from sinking in the water is called life vest. 

25) A field with wild grass and flower is called meadow. 

26) A piece of land almost completely surrounded by water but joined to a large area of 
land is called peninsula. 

27) Waterfall is a place where water from a river or stream falls down over a cliff or rock. 

28) A tropical forest with tall trees that are very close together, growing in an area where 
it rains a lot is called rain forest. 

29) Valley is an area of lower land between two lines of hills or mountains, usually with a 
river flowing through it. 

30) A piece of land completely surrounded by water is called Island. 

31) The ocean is the great mass of salt water that covers most of the earth's surface. 

32) A part of the sea that is partly enclosed by a curve in the land is bay. 

33) Sand dune is a hill formed of sand in a desert or near the sea. 

34) A large area of water surrounded by land is lake. 

35) Shore is the land along the edge of a large area of water such as an ocean or lake. 

36) An area of land that is higher than the land around it, like a mountain but smaller is 
called hill. 

37) Tricycle is a bicycle with three wheels, especially for young children. 

38) A piece of equipment that children play on, made of a board that is balanced in the 
middle, so that when one end goes up the other goes down is called seesaw. 

39) Cyclist is someone who rides a bicycle. 

40) Fountain is a structure from which water is pushed up into the air, used for example 
as decoration in the park or garden. 



41) The four-sided area that you play tennis on is tennis court. 

42) Bench is a long seat for two or more people, especially outdoors. 

43) A jump rope is a long piece of rope that children use for jumping over. 

44) Shovel is a tool with rounded blade and a long handle used for moving earth, stones, 
etc. 

45) Rake is a gardening tool with a row of metal teeth at the end of a long handle, used 
for making soil level, gathering up dead leaves, etc. 

46) Lawn mower is a machine that you use to cut grass. 

47) Wheelbarrow is a small cart with one wheel and two handles that you use outdoors to 
carry things, especially in the garden. 

48) Someone who tests people's eyes and sells glasses in a shop is optician. 

49) Department store is a large shop that is divided into separate departments, each 
selling a different type of goods. 

50) Travel agency is a company that arranges hotel rooms, plane tickets etc for people 
who want to travel. 

51) The area in a shopping centre where there are many small restaurants is food court. 

52) Elevator is a machine that takes people and goods from one level to another in a 
building. 

53) Escalator is a set of moving stairs that take people to different levels in a building. 

54) Florist is someone who owns or works in a shop that sells flowers. 

55) Talk show is a TV show in which famous people answer questions about themselves. 

56) Sitcom is a funny TV program in which the same characters appear in different 
situations each week. 

57) Soap opera is a TV or radio story about the daily lives and relationship of the same 
group of people. 

58) Tragedy is a very sad event that shocks people because it involves death. 

59) A story about love between two people is called romance. 

60) A story in which strange and frightening things happen is called horror story. 

61) Suspense is a feeling of excitement or anxiety when you do not know what will 
happen next. 



62) Adventure is a willingness to try new things, take risks, etc. 

63) Science fiction is a story about events in the future which are affected by imaginary 
developments in science. 

64) Gospel is a type of Christian music in which religious songs are sung very loudly. 

65) A kind of popular music originally from Jamaica, with a strong regular beat is called 
reggae. 

66) Folk music is a style of popular music in which people sing and play guitars, without 
any electronic equipment. 

67) Hazardous waste  are something dangerous, especially to people's health or safety. 

68) Rain that contains harmful acid which can damage the environment is called acid 
rain. 

69) Radiation is a form of energy that comes from nuclear reactions. 

70) Pesticide is a chemical substance used to kill insects that destroy crops. 

71) Solar energy is using the power of the sun's light and heat 

72) Natural gas used for heating and lighting, taken from under the earth or under the sea. 

73) Coal is a hard black mineral which is dug out of the ground and burn to produce heat. 

74) Oil that is obtained from below the surface of the earth and is called petroleum. 

75) Using water power to produce electricity is called hydroelectricity power. 

76) Revolving door is a type of door in the entrance of a large building, which goes 
around as people go through it. 

77) Someone in a hotel whose job is to help guests by telling them about places to visit, 
restaurants to eat in etc is called concierge. 

78) Bellhop is a young man who carries bags, takes messages etc in a hotel. 

79) Receptionist is someone whose job is to welcome and deal with people arriving in a 
hotel or office building. 

80) Female servant, especially in a large house or hotel is maid. 

81) A doctor who has a general knowledge about all illnesses and medical conditions of 
organs inside your body is called internist. 

82) A doctor who studies or treats heart disease is called cardiologist. 

83) A doctor who studies or treats cancer and tumors is called oncologist. 



84) A doctor who trained in the treatment of mental illness is called psychiatrist. 

85) A doctor who specialized in children's disease is called pediatrician. 

86) A doctor who does operation in a hospital is called surgeon. 

87) A long loose piece of clothing worn in a hospital by someone doing or having an 
operation is called gown. 

88) Cardigan is a sweater similar to a short coat, fastened at the front with buttons or zip. 

89) Maternity dress is a dress for woman who is pregnant. 

90) A man's jacket that is usually black, worn on formal occasions is called tuxedo. 

91) High heels are women's shoes with high heels. 

92) A light shoe that is fastened onto your foot by bands of leather or cloth, and is worn 
in warm weather is called sandal. 

93) Flared pants are piece of clothing that become wider at one end. 

94) Tights are pieces of clothing that is tight or pulled or stretched firmly so that it is 
stretched or cannot move. 

95) Miniskirt is a very short skirt that women wear. 

96) A piece of clothing made of soft material that you wear on your foot inside your shoe 
is called sock. 

97) A piece of clothing that you wear on your hand in order to protect it or keep it warm 
is called glove. 

98) Mitten is a type of glove that does not have separate parts for each finger. 

99) Leather jacket is a type of jacket that is made of animal skin that has been treated to 
preserve it, and is used for making shoes, bag etc.

100) Bow is piece of clothing that is fastened the top part of men's body in order to show 
respect for someone in formal occasions. 

  



Appendix C 
Posttest - Comprehension 

Choose the best answer. 

1) What is the name of the structure from which water is pushed up into the air, used for 
decoration in parks or garden? 
a) Beach                  b) fountain                   c) slide           d) seesaw 

2) A long seat for two or more people, especially outdoors is called………….? 
a) Chair    b) bench        c) sofa         d) furniture 

3) The name of the activity of taking long walks in the mountains or country is……….? 
a) Hiking      b) jogging      c) walking      d) running 

4) What is the name of the activity or sport of riding over the waves on a special board? 
a) Sailing       b) skiing       c) sledding       d) surfing 

5) A lamp that you can carry, consisting of a metal container with glass sides that 
surrounds a flame or light is called…………? 
a) Lantern       b) light         c) luster          d) candle 

6) A small container in which water or other drink is carried is called……….? 
a) Canteen         b) flask          c) glass        d) jar 

7) The name of the sport of fighting with a long thin sword is……………? 
a) Golf         b) tennis           c) bowling        d) fencing 

8) A large mass of snow, ice, and rocks that falls down of a mountain is………? 
a) Volcano          b) famine         c) avalanche         d) flood 

9) An extremely violent storm consisting of air that spins very quickly and causes a lot of 
damage is called…….? 
a) Tornado         b) earthquake         c) flood          d) volcano 

10) When a lot of wet earth suddenly falls down the side of a hill cause………? 
a) Earthquake            b) explosion            c) mudslide           d) fire 

11) What is the name of set of moving stairs that takes people to different levels in a 
building? 
a) Elevator        b) escalator           c) ladder            d) stairs 

12) The area in a shopping centre where there are many small restaurants is 
called………? 
a) Card store             b) department store                c) grocery           d) food court 

13) Someone who tests people’s eyes and sells glasses in a shop is………………? 



a) optician           b) internist             c) dietician            d) physician 

14) A space or room just below the roof of a house, often used for storing things is 
called…….? 
a) Attic            b) garage              c) basement           d) yard 

15) A room or area in a building that is under the level of the ground is called……….? 
a) Basement             b) attic             c) garage             d) storage 

16) What is the name of the sport of shooting arrows from a bow? 
a) Archery       b) boxing           c) fencing           d) wrestling 

17) A sport involving physical exercises and movements that need skill, strength, and 
control is called………….? 
a) Track and field          b) gymnastics            c) soccer            d) tennis 

18) A sport played on ice, in which players try to hit a hard flat round object into others 
team goal is called…………….? 
a) water polo            b) ice hockey              c) snowboarding           d) racquetball 

19) A deep valley with very steep sides of rock that usually has a river running throw it 
is……………? 
a) Island            b) canyon            c) valley           d) hills 

20) A small area of fresh water that is smaller than a lake that is either natural or 
artificially made is…………..? 
a) Lake           b) pond            c) canyon            d) valley 

21) A piece of land completely surrounded by water is called…………..? 
a) Island         b) bay              c) shore         d) ocean 

22) A machine that you use to cut grass is called………..? 
a) Trowel          b) shovel             c) rake            d) lawn mower 

23) A small cart with one wheel and two handles that you use outdoors to carry things, 
especially in the garden is called………….? 
a) Wheelbarrow           b) pruning shears             c) trowel           l d) shovel 

24) What is the name of a machine that you can get cigarettes, chocolate, drinks etc from 
by putting money in? 
a) Vending machine           b) turnstile            c) token             d) platform 

25) A very tall modern city building is called…………..? 
a) church         b) tower          c) skyscraper            d) cemetery 

26) What is the name of that glove with no separate fingers? 
a) skirt           b) tights            c) socks         d) mitten 



27) A curved piece of wood or metal with a hook on top, used for hanging cloths on is 
called…………? 
a) clothespin         b) iron           c) hanger          d) dryer 

28) What is the name of man's jacket that is usually black and wprn on formal occasions? 
a) suit        b) tuxedo          c) coat           d) jeans 

29) What is the name of a dress for women who are pregnant? 
a) maternity dress           b) shirt           c) mini skirt          d) tie 

30) A long piece of clothing worn in a hospital by someone doing or having an operation 
is…………..? 
a) gown         b) coat              c) surgeon        d) poncho 

  



Appendix D 
Posttest - Production 

Complete the sentences with the appropriate words 

1) A long thin pole with a long string and a hook attached to it, used for catching fish is 
F…………….. 

2) The sport of swimming under water while breathing through a tube that is connected to 
a container of air on your back is S…………….. 

3) Someone who rides a bicycle is C……………. 

4) A piece of equipment that children play on, made of a board that is balanced in the 
middle, is S…………….. 

5) A field with wild grass and flower is called M………… 

6) The sharply pointed top of a mountain is P…………..

7) Someone who owns or works in a shop that sells flowers is called F…………… 

8) A building where Christians go to worship is C……………. 

9) A machine that takes people and goods from one level to another in a building is 
E……………. 

10) A story about love between two people is called R…………….. 

11) A story about events in the future which are affected by imaginary developments in 
science is S………………. 

12)  A story in which strange and frightening things happen is called H………….. 

13) A very short skirt that women wear is M…………. 

14) A piece of clothing made of soft material that you wear on your foot inside your shoe 
is called S…………. 

15) A piece of clothing that is fastened the top parts of men's body in order to show 
respect for someone in formal occasions is T……………. 

16) Type of energy that is using the power of sun's light and heat is S…………………… 

17) A hard black mineral which is dug out of ground and burn to produce heat is called 
C………………. 



18) A young man who carries bag in a hotel is B…………….. 

19) A place where water from a river or stream falls down over a cliff or rock 
W……………. 

20) A tropical forest with tall trees that is very close together, growing in an area where it 
rains a lot R………………. 

21) A large area of land where it is always hot and dry, and there is a lot of sand 
D…….... 

22) A doctor who studies or treats heart disease is C……………. 

23) A doctor who studies or treats cancer and tumors is called O ………… 

24) A doctor who treats mental illness is called P…..….. 

25) A situation in which a large number of people have little or no food for a long time 
F………….. 

26) A mountain with a large hole at the top, through which very hot liquid is forced out 
V………….. 

27) A very large wave, caused by earthquake, which can cause a lot of damage when it 
reaches land T………………. 

28) Someone whose job is to stop fires burning F……………. 

29) Rain that contains harmful acid which can damage the environment is called 
A……………. 

30) Substances that make air, water, soil etc dangerously dirty is P……………….. 



Appendix E 

Descriptive statistics for NELSON 

     Table E.1 
      Descriptive statistics for the participants' performance on NELSON proficiency test 

N Minimu
m 

Maximu
m 

Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Nelson 250 5 44 22.13 8.781 
Valid N 
(listwise) 

250 










